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Abstract

There are millions of parameters and huge com-001
putational power consumption behind the out-002
standing performance of pre-trained language003
models in natural language processing tasks.004
Knowledge distillation is considered as a com-005
pression strategy to address this problem. How-006
ever, previous works (i) distill partial trans-007
former layers of the teacher model, which ig-008
nore the importance of bottom base informa-009
tion, or (ii) neglect the difficulty differences of010
knowledge from deep to shallow, which corre-011
sponds to different level information of teacher012
model. We introduce a deep-to-bottom weights013
decay review mechanism to knowledge distil-014
lation, which fuses teacher-side information015
taking each layer’s difficulty level into consid-016
eration. To validate our claims, we distill a017
12-layer BERT into a 6-layer model and eval-018
uate it on the GLUE dataset. Experimental019
results show that our review approach is able020
to outperform other existing techniques.021

1 Introduction022

In recent years, pre-trained language models, such023

as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), GPT-3 (Brown et al.,024

2020), Switch Transformer (Fedus et al., 2021)025

have achieved great success in many NLP tasks.026

However, pre-trained language models suffer from027

expensive overhead on computation and memory028

for inference due to the large number of parameters.029

This makes it impractical to deploy such models on030

resource-constrained devices. Therefore, it is im-031

portant to obtain a lightweight pre-trained language032

model using the compression method while main-033

taining performance. A number of approaches have034

been proposed to solve this problem, including pa-035

rameter sharing (Lan et al., 2020), pruning (Michel036

et al., 2019), quantization (Zafrir et al., 2019; Shen037

et al., 2020), dynamic early exit (Xin et al., 2020;038

Liu et al., 2020) and knowledge distillation (Sanh039

et al., 2019; Jiao et al., 2020). However, parameter040

sharing reduces storage overhead but does not re- 041

duce computation, unstructured pruning and quan- 042

tization can only work together with specific hard- 043

ware devices or libraries, structured pruning may 044

completely prune the key components of the model, 045

resulting in a large decline in accuracy, dynamic 046

early exit reduces the amount of computation but 047

cannot reduce the storage overhead. 048

Knowledge distillation transfers knowledge from 049

“large” teacher model to “small” student model, 050

which can reduce the computation and storage over- 051

head of the model at the same time without special 052

devices (Hinton et al., 2015). Therefore, Knowl- 053

edge distillation is considered as a practical way 054

for compression. So far, several studies have used 055

knowledge distillation to compress the pre-trained 056

language model, such as DistillBERT (Sanh et al., 057

2019), BERT-PKD (Sun et al., 2019), TinyBERT 058

(Jiao et al., 2020), BERT-EMD (Li et al., 2020), 059

ALP-KD (Passban et al., 2021). However, (Jawa- 060

har et al., 2019) observes an interesting fact that 061

the knowledge learned by each transformer layer 062

of BERT from bottom layer to high layer shows a 063

state from shallow to deep, from easy to difficult, 064

from phrase level information, syntactic level in- 065

formation, to semantic level information. Thus, the 066

above works have the following problems from this 067

perspective: (i). just select a subset of the inter- 068

mediate layers, some important base information 069

such as phrase level information, syntactic level 070

information is omitted in the remaining parts. (ii). 071

neglect the difficulty of knowledge in different in- 072

termediate layers. The student model does not carry 073

out step-by-step learning, it may directly learn the 074

difficult knowledge in the teacher model such as 075

BERT-EMD and ALP-KD. This is not in line with 076

the law of learning. 077

In this paper, we propose DWD-KD (Deep-to- 078

bottom Weights Decay: A Systemic Knowledge 079

Review Learning Technique for Transformer Lay- 080

ers in Knowledge Distillation) to solve these prob- 081
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lems from a new perspective, which takes each082

layer’s difficulty level into consideration. The inspi-083

ration comes from a well-known phenomenon that084

human is often taught to review the old knowledge085

to understand the new knowledge better. (Chen086

et al., 2021) has applied knowledge review in com-087

puter vision tasks for CNN networks and achieved088

competitive results. Motivated by these works,089

DWD-KD utilizes multi-task learning to learn new090

knowledge and review old knowledge at the same091

time. Moreover, it allows the model systemati-092

cally understand knowledge through decay weights093

for deep-to-bottom transformer layers. Our exper-094

iments on BERT with GLUE (Wang et al., 2019)095

show that DWD-KD outperforms other existing096

methods, and validate that deep-to-bottom weights097

decay is an effective review learning technique as098

compared to others.099

2 Related Work100

We mainly review the related works that use knowl-101

edge distillation to compress the BERT model with102

intermediate layers. BERT-PKD (Sun et al., 2019)103

selects a portion of the middle layer of the teacher104

model for distillation. BERT-EMD (Li et al., 2020)105

borrows the Earth Mover’s Distance algorithm of106

Operations Research for many-to-many layer align-107

ment while distilling the BERT model. ALP-KD108

(Passban et al., 2021) gives different weights to the109

intermediate layer of the teacher model based on110

the layer-to-layer similarity between the teacher111

model and student model.112

The main difference between our work and pre-113

vious methods is that they do not discuss the possi-114

bility to review knowledge in BERT compression,115

which is found in our work.116

3 Methodology117

Suppose that teacher and student models respec-118

tively have M and N transformer layers, M is119

larger than N . We overview DWD-KD method120

as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of four compo-121

nents: word embedding distillation (3.1), trans-122

former layer distillation with review mechanism123

(3.2), soft label loss and hard label loss (3.3).124

3.1 Word Embedding Distillation125

A good word embedding vector will help to extract126

text features better (Jiao et al., 2020). Thus during127

the knowledge distillation process, we minimize128

Figure 1: An overview of the DWD-KD method. Em-
bedding layer and prediction layer of teacher and student
model are one-to-one alignment, while the intermediate
transformer layers are many-to-one alignment by review
learning from deep to bottom as Eq. 2 describes.

the mean square error (MSE) between the embed- 129

ding vector of the teacher model and student model 130

as Eq. 1: 131

Lemd = MSE(ET , ES) (1) 132

where the matrices ES and ET respectively repre- 133

sent the embeddings of student model and teacher 134

model, which have the same shape. 135

3.2 Transformer layer Distillation with 136

Review Mechanism 137

From the bottom layer to the high layer, the knowl- 138

edge goes from easy to difficult (Jawahar et al., 139

2019), DWD-KD gives corresponding weight goes 140

from small to large. The layer alignment method of 141

DWD-KD is described in Eq. 2, which means nth 142

transform layer of the student model corresponds to 143

first ⌊n∗MN ⌋ transform layers of the teacher model. 144

Then we combine multiple layer 's hidden states as 145

Eq. 3 describes. We utilize Eq. 4 to normalize the 146

layer number as weights. 147

A(n) = {1, · · · , ⌊n ∗M
N

⌋} (2) 148

∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N}, however, we discover that there 149

is no obvious disparity among weights calculated 150

by Eq. 4, which means there is no emphasis be- 151

tween the old knowledge and the new knowledge. 152
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The new knowledge represents deep knowledge,153

which should be much larger than the weight of old154

knowledge.155

F⌊n∗M
N

⌋ =

⌊n∗M
N

⌋∑
m=1

wm · htm (3)156

157

wm = m/
∑

i∈A(n)

i (4)158

159

wm = exp(m)/
∑

i∈A(n)

exp(i) (5)160

So we also use the softmax function to calculate the161

weight of each layer as Eq. 5. Then, we take mean162

square error to calculate loss between F⌊n∗M
N

⌋ and163

htn as Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 describe.164

Ln
hidden = MSE(F⌊n∗M

N
⌋, h

s
n), (6)165

Lhidden =

N∑
n=1

Ln
hidden (7)166

m, n denotes layer num, htm stands for mth hidden167

states of teacher model, hsn means nth hidden states168

of student model. wm represents mth transformer169

layer 's weight of teacher model. F⌊n∗M
N

⌋ denotes170

integrated result of first ⌊n∗MN ⌋ transformer layer 's171

hidden states.172

3.3 Prediction Distillation173

Prediction distillation include soft label loss and174

hard label loss. Soft label is the probability logits175

of teacher model. Hard label is one-hot label vector176

of the sample. Like (Hinton et al., 2015), we utilize177

KL divergence to calculate soft label loss, and use178

the Cross Entropy to calculate hard label loss:179

Lsoft = KL(ZT /t, ZS/t) (8)180

where ZT and ZS respectively represent the prob-181

ability logits predicted by the teacher and student,182

t denotes temperature value. V is a one-hot label183

vector of the sample.184

Lhard = CE(ZS , V ) (9)185

3.4 Total Loss186

Finally, we combine word embedding distillation187

loss, transformer layer distillation loss, soft label188

loss, and the hard label loss to form the total loss 189

function as Eq. 10: 190

L =α · Lemd + β · Lsoft

+ (1− β) · Lhard + γ · Lhidden

(10) 191

α, β and γ are hyper-parameters. 192

4 Experiments 193

4.1 Experimental Setup 194

We evaluate our DWD-KD on the General Lan- 195

guage Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) (Wang 196

et al., 2019) benchmark. The teacher model is 197

a 12-layer BERT model (BERT-base-uncased), 198

which is fine-tuned for each task to perform knowl- 199

edge distillation. We initialize the student model 200

with the parameters of the first six layers of the 201

teacher model. We implement DWD-KD using 202

the TextBrewer (Yang et al., 2020), which is an 203

open-source knowledge distillation library. 204

4.2 Baseline Methods 205

We not only compare our DWD-KD with fine- 206

tuned 6-layer BERT models (BERT-FT) but also 207

with several BERT compression approaches, in- 208

cluding BERT-PKD (Sun et al., 2019), BERT- 209

EMD,(Li et al., 2020), ALP-KD (Passban et al., 210

2021), all of them focus on how to distill knowl- 211

edge from the intermediate layer of the teacher 212

model, We also reproduce the experimental results 213

of the above model through the TextBrewer (Yang 214

et al., 2020) library. DWD-KD1 and DWD-KD2 215

respectively mean utilizing the Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 to 216

calculate weights. 217

4.3 Main Results 218

We summarize the experimental results on the 219

GLUE val sets in Tab. 1. Following previous works 220

(Li et al., 2020; Passban et al., 2021), we also re- 221

port the average scores. (1). DWD-KD achieves the 222

best average results among all the 6-layer models. 223

DWD-KD achieves a better result than BERT-FT 224

on all the datasets with an absolute improvement 225

of 3% on average score. (2). DWD-KD performs 226

better than teacher on 5 out of 8 tasks. For exam- 227

ple, DWD-KD achieves a noticeable improvement 228

of 3.61% accuracy on RTE and 0.94% on MRPC. 229

(3). We observe that all models do not perform 230

well on the CoLA dataset. The CoLA dataset is a 231

corpus of language acceptability, which means the 232

model needs to judge whether a sentence is gram- 233

matically correct. The difficulty of grammatical 234
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Model MNLI(m/mm) QQP QNLI SST-2 CoLA STS-B MRPC RTE Average
Teacher 83.82/84.35 90.69 91.32 92.32 59.07 88.13 89.35 66.43 82.83

BERT-FT 80.37/80.64 89.66 86.87 89.68 40.39 87.78 87.62 63.90 78.55
BERT-PKD 83.13/83.03 90.80 89.46 90.83 38.56 87.90 88.89 67.51 80.01

ALP-KD 83.68/83.51 91.39 89.36 90.94 46.10 88.82 89.78 66.43 81.11
BERT-EMD 83.44/83.36 91.31 89.09 90.71 44.61 88.82 88.89 66.79 80.78
DWD-KD1 83.53/83.96 91.39 90.12 91.28 44.12 88.58 89.78 70.04 81.42
DWD-KD2 84.44/84.39 91.30 90.76 91.40 43.27 88.46 90.29 69.68 81.55

equal weights 82.74/83.02 91.30 88.49 90.71 44.77 88.77 88.74 67.14 80.63
growth weights 80.24/79.57 90.66 85.92 88.76 27.19 86.35 85.05 60.65 76.04
random weights 83.08/83.27 91.23 89.40 91.40 46.19 88.42 87.66 67.87 80.95

Table 1: We evaluate the model on GLUE val sets. the Teacher is a 12-layer BERT model, all other models are
6-layer models and have the same architecture as the teacher. BERT-FT stands for fine-tuning the first 6 layers of
the teacher. The data of the last three lines are the results of the strategy comparison experiment. CoLA scores are
Matthews Correlation Coefficient. SST-B scores are average value of Pearson correlation coefficient and Spearman
correlation coefficient. MPRC scores are F1-Score and the rest are accuracy scores.

errors between negative samples in CoLA dataset235

is quite different. The grammatical errors in some236

negative examples are missing a word or having an237

extra word in a sentence. Such errors are relatively238

simple, but other grammatical errors can only be239

correctly identified with a deeper understanding of240

linguistic knowledge such as voice and tense. (Jiao241

et al., 2020) shows pre-trained language models242

can obtain more linguistic knowledge from more243

corpus for better results on the CoLA dataset.244

4.4 Strategy Comparison245

To prove the effectiveness of the weights decay246

review mechanism, we also use three other strate-247

gies for distillation experiments. The last three248

lines in Tab. 1 shows the experiment results. "equal249

weights" denotes the weight of each layer is the250

same. The weight value is equal to ⌊ N
n∗M ⌋ .251

"growth weights" denotes we reverse the original252

weights. "random weights" denotes we randomly253

shuffle the original weights. Original weights254

are the same as DWD-KD2. As we can observe255

from Tab. 1, student model performs poorly in al-256

most all data sets when we reverse the original257

weights. The average score is even 2.51% lower258

than BERT-FT. This is because the old knowledge259

of the teacher model contains relatively elementary260

linguistic knowledge, it is insufficient. The average261

score of random weights is slightly higher than that262

of equal weights. But both are smaller than that of263

DWD-KD with decreasing weight.264

4.5 Visualization of Review mechanism265

To better show the effectiveness of the review mech-266

anism, we select 100 samples from RTE dataset267

Figure 2

and visualize the Manhattan Distance between the 268

third transformer layer 's output of ALP-KD, DWD- 269

KD and sixth transformer layer's output of teacher 270

model in Fig. 2. The original output is a 768- 271

dimensional vector, we use PCA to select the first 272

two principal components of it. As we can observe 273

from Fig. 2, the distance between the output of 274

DWD-KD and that of the teacher model is closer, 275

which proves that our method can get a better stu- 276

dent model. 277

5 Conclusions 278

In this paper, we have studied knowledge distilla- 279

tion from a new perspective and accordingly pro- 280

posed the deep-to-bottom weights decay review 281

mechanism applying in BERT compression, which 282

enables the student model systematically learn the 283

basic knowledge during distillation process. Our 284

method achieves competitive results on 5 out of 8 285

tasks as compared to the original model. 286
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